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ABSTRACT

A Z-Axis Tipper Electromagnetic Technique (ZTEM) survey
is an airborne natural source electromagnetic survey that relates
the vertical magnetic field to the horizontal magnetic fields mea-
sured at a reference station on the ground. For large airborne
surveys, the high number of cells required to discretize the entire
area at a reasonable resolution can make the computational cost
of inverting the data set all at once prohibitively expensive. We
present an iterative methodology that can be used to invert large
natural source surveys by using a combination of coarse and fine
meshes as well as a domain decomposition that allows the full
model area to be split into smaller subproblems, which can be
run in parallel. For this procedure, the entire data set is first
inverted on a coarse mesh. The recovered coarse model and

computed fields are used as starting models and source terms in
the subsequent tiled inversions. After each round of tiled inver-
sions, the tiles are merged together to form an update model,
which is then forward modeled to determine if the model
achieves the target misfit. Following this procedure, we first
invert the data computed from a large synthetic model of the
Noranda mining camp. The inverted models from this example
are consistent among our different tiling choices. The recovered
models show excellent large-scale agreement with the true
model and they also recover several of the mineralized zones
that were not apparent from the initial coarse inversion. Finally,
we invert a 30 × 30 km block of the 2010 ZTEM survey
collected over the porphyry Pebble Deposit in Alaska. The
inverted ZTEM results are consistent with the results obtained
using other electromagnetic methods.

INTRODUCTION

Because most shallow and outcropping deposits have already
been discovered, many of the earth’s remaining natural resources
are buried deep and under cover, making them difficult to find.
To satisfy the strong global resource demand, techniques to explore
for these big targets must be developed. Electromagnetic methods
can be used to map electrical conductivity that can then be linked to
geologic features of interest. When exploring for large buried
targets, natural source electromagnetic methods can be advanta-
geous over controlled source methods because of the deeper
penetration of plane-wave sources.
Although the traditional natural source method, the magnetotel-

luric (MT) method, has been effectively applied to mining and
hydrocarbon exploration, a practical limitation of the MT technique
is that surveys are costly and time-consuming because many expen-
sive stations must be installed to measure the needed electromag-

netic field components on the earth’s surface. It was the desire to
collect airborne natural source data that prompted the development
of Audio Frequency Magnetics (AFMAG) (Ward, 1959). Unfortu-
nately, because the direction and strength of the inducing source
fields varies with time, AFMAG results were not always repeatable
(limitations of AFMAG are outlined in Ward et al. [1966]). More
recently, Geotech Ltd. has modified the AFMAG concept and
developed the Z-Axis Tipper Electromagnetic Technique (ZTEM)
(Lo and Zang, 2008) technique. In the ZTEM technique, the vertical
component of the magnetic field is recorded above the entire survey
area, while the horizontal magnetic fields are recorded at a ground-
based reference station. MT-processing techniques yield frequency
domain transfer functions typically between 30 and 720 Hz that re-
late the vertical fields over the survey area to the horizontal fields at
the reference station. Although the ZTEMmethod has no sensitivity
to purely 1D conductivity structures (purely 1D structures produce
zero vertical magnetic field component), the method is highly
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sensitive to lateral conductivity contrasts. If ZTEM inversions are
started with good estimates for the background conductivity, then
the inversions can recover reasonable conductivity estimates.
Large ZTEM data sets can be effective exploration tools,

particularly when exploring on the district and regional scale where
subsurface geology is hidden under cover. However, to justify the
financial expense of collecting the data, viable interpretation meth-
ods must exist. This requires that inversions be fairly fast, especially
for field data where multiple inversions are often performed using
different parameters. Unfortunately, for surveys that cover large
areas, and where even moderate inverted resolution is desired,
the discrete 3D Maxwell systems for solving the electromagnetic
(EM) problem quickly become very large. Although computer tech-
nology continues to improve, clock speed and instruction level
parallelism have started to flatten since 2003 (Shalf, 2007). This
means that most future improvements in the size of inverse problem
that can be tackled must come from improved methodologies and
increased parallelism.
One viable method to solve large inverse problems is to reduce

the modeling domain by using footprint methods, where computa-
tions are simplified by only considering model cells that influence
the data above some threshold criterion. These methods have been
used to invert large airborne controlled source electromagnetic data
sets (Cox et al., 2010) and MT data sets (Gribenko et al., 2010).
Another solution is to use domain decomposition methods
(DDM) and split the computational domain into smaller manage-
able subproblems that can be solved quickly in parallel before being
merged together to form the final solution. In this paper, we present
a highly parallel and effective tiling procedure to invert large natural
source surveys.

ZTEM DATA

The ZTEM data relate the vertical magnetic fields computed
above the earth to the horizontal magnetic field at some fixed
reference station. This relation is given by

HzðrÞ ¼ Tzxðr; r0ÞHxðr0Þ þ Tzyðr; r0ÞHyðr0Þ; (1)

where r is the location for the vertical field, and r0 is the location of
the ground-based reference station. Our source functions for the nat-
ural fields are random, and as with MT, we need two polarizations.
The transfer functions for each polarization are given by
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where the superscripts (1) and (2) refer to the source field polariza-
tion in the x and y directions, respectively.

INVERSION METHODOLOGY

Although this paper focuses on inverting ZTEM data, the ap-
proach and methodologies are equally applicable to MT as well
as a combination of MT and ZTEM data (Holtham and Oldenburg,
2010a). Our original natural source inversion algorithm is that
of Farquharson et al. (2002), and our ZTEM inversion algorithm,
Holtham and Oldenburg (2010b), was created by modifying this
code. We wish to solve the inverse problem by minimizing the
objective function

Φ ¼ kWdðFðmÞ − dobsÞk22 þ βðαs;x;y;zkWs;x;y;zðm −mrefÞk2
2
Þ;
(3)

where m is the full fine cell model, mref is a reference model, F is
the forward modeling operator, dobs is the observation vector,Wd is
a diagonal matrix whose elements are the reciprocals of the standard
deviations of the data errors, Ws is a diagonal matrix, andWx,Wy,
andWz are the first-order finite-difference matrices in the x-, y-, and
z-directions. The αs are adjustable parameters: αs controls the clo-
seness of the recovered model to the reference, and αx;y;z
determine the smoothing in the x-, y-, and z-directions. Here, β
is the regularization parameter that is reduced throughout the inver-
sion process until the desired data misfit ϕ�

d has been achieved.
Although the goal is to solve this problem, it is difficult to tackle
directly because of the size of the problem and the cost of evaluating
FðmÞ. To avoid inverting the full domain directly, we can first invert
the full data set on a coarse mesh to determine an initial coarse in-
version result mc. This coarse mesh result can be interpolated onto
the desired fine mesh to form an initial model

m ¼ Lf
cmc; (4)

to the full inverse problem. Here, Lf
c is an interpolation operator

that goes from the coarse mesh to the fine mesh. Next, we can
decompose the full fine-scale model domain m, and the data set
into T smaller tiles,

~mt ¼ Pm
t m; t ¼ 1; ::; T; (5)

and

~dt ¼ Pd
t dobs; t ¼ 1; ::; T; (6)

where Pm
t and Pd

t are projection operators that form the model and
data subdomains, respectively. Here, Pm

t and Pd
t are constructed

such that the ~mts and ~dts are overlapping. We also define the
projection operator,

~ut ¼ Pu
t u; t ¼ 1; ::; T; (7)

which maps the fields u from the full conductivity structure to each
subdomain. We would like to invert these T overlapping subpro-
blems separately and in parallel; however, in doing so directly
we would neglect interactions between subdomains. To mitigate this
problem, we can incorporate the domain interactions through source
terms obtained on a full domain model. To accomplish this, the
coarse modelmc is first interpolated onto the full fine mesh to form
an initial solution m1. This model is then forward modeled to com-
pute initial fields u1 at each mesh location. Bothm1 and u1 are then
projected onto the T domains to form ~m1

t and ~u1t . Although these
new fields and models are only defined on an individual subdomain,
they were still obtained by solving the inverse problem on the full
model domain and hence contain information about the conductiv-
ity outside their respective domains.
To understand how the fields computed from a full conductivity

structure can be exploited in the subdomain inversions, we examine
our forward modeling procedure of Farquharson et al. (2002) (the
solution of Maxwell’s equations is that of Haber et al.[2000]) where
the total fields are computed by summing computed primary and
secondary fields. The electric field is decomposed into vector
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and scalar potentials E ¼ Aþ ∇ϕ, and the Coulomb gauge condi-
tion ∇ · A ¼ 0 is imposed for uniqueness. The secondary fields As

and ϕs can then be computed as

�
Lþ iωμ0S iωμ0SG

DS DSG

��
As

ϕs

�
¼

�
−iwμ0ðS − SpÞEp

−DðS − SpÞEp

�
:

(8)

Here, L represents the discretization of the Laplacian operator, S
represents the harmonically averaged cell conductivities, G and
D are the discretizations of the gradient and divergence operators,
Sp contains the averaged conductivities of the primary field
model, and Ep is the electric field computed on the primary
conductivity structure. We can write the block matrix system in
equation 8 more compactly as,

Bus ¼ qðS − SpÞQup; (9)

where Q is some operator that maps the A − ϕ solution up to Ep. In
this approach, the primary conductivity structure and fields are ob-
tained from a full conductivity structure and used as source terms on
the right hand side of equation 8. Using full model domain source
terms ensures that the large-scale physics of the problem will be
modeled more accurately. For each subdomain mesh, we minimize
the objective functions,

~Φt ¼ ϕdð ~mtÞ þ βϕmð ~mtÞ (10)

to solve the tth inverse problem. Once the ~mts have been deter-
mined, the kth update to the full model mk is given by merging
each subdomain model together,

mk ¼ Mð ~mk
t¼1∶TÞ; (11)

where M is an operator that merges the subdomain conductivity
structures. Additional details on how the tiles are merged are
discussed later in the subsection, model updates, and merging tiled
inversions. We can determine if the current model mk is a satisfac-
tory solution to our full inverse problem by forward modeling this
new conductivity structure and computing the data misfit ϕd. If the
data misfit falls within that allowed by the initial inverse problem in
equation 3, then a solution to the desired inverse problem has been
obtained. If the data have not been sufficiently fit, then we can per-
form another iteration of this procedure where we now use the fields
and models from mk as the source terms in the kth þ 1 subdomain
inversions. This procedure, outlined in algorithm 1, can be repeated
until the data has been sufficiently fit.

SYNTHETIC EXAMPLE

In this section, a synthetic model is used to develop a workflow
type procedure by examining in detail a few elements of the algo-
rithm described in the previous section. The synthetic model is from
the Noranda District in Canada, home to 20 economic volcanogenic
massive sulfide deposits (VMS), 19 orogenic gold deposits, and
several intrusion-hosted copper-molybdenum deposits (Gibson
and Galley, 2007). The original model, provided courtesy of the
Xstrata mining group, contained 12.7 million cells covering an area
of almost 20 × 20 km. The 38 geologic units in the model were
converted into expected conductivities, and the entire 12.7 million

cell model was forward modeled at 30, 45, 90, 180, 360, and
720 Hz. The data were then corrupted with noise to form the ob-
served synthetic data. Two slices at −275 and −475 m of the syn-
thetic model can be seen in Figures 1 and 2.
Algorithm 1 Large-scale inversion
mc←argminmc

ðϕdðmcÞ þ βϕmðmcÞÞ
Initialize: ~β
~dt¼1∶T ¼ Pd

t dobs

m1 ¼ Lf
cmc

u1←Fðm1Þ
for k ¼ 1; 2; : : : do
for t ¼ 1 : : : T (in parallel) do
Set primary model:
~mk
tp ¼ Pm

t mk

~uktp ¼ Pu
tmk

Invert each tile: Initialize:
~mk
t ¼ Pm

t mk

Solve: ~mk
t←argmin ~mk

t
ðϕdð ~mk

t Þ þ ~βϕmð ~mk
t ÞÞ

where: ~Bð ~mk
t Þ ~ukst ¼ qð ~Skt − ~SktpÞQ ~uktp

from equation 9
end for
Merge models:
mkþ1 ¼ Mð ~mk

t¼1∶TÞ
Compute fields:
ukþ1←Fðmkþ1Þ
Check misfit:
if ϕdðmkþ1Þ <¼ ϕ�

d then
break

end if
end for

Figure 1. Depth slice at −275 m above mean sea level (AMSL) of
the true model. The topography for the synthetic model ranges
from −25 to −250 m AMSL. The conductivity of the ore was
chosen to be 0.2 S∕m; however, the color scale on the model
has been clipped at 0.01 S∕m to improve the visualization of the
other geologic units.
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Preliminary coarse inversion

The first step to find an approximate solution to the full inverse
problem is to perform a coarse inversion to determine the large-
scale conductivity structure that will be used to compute the primary
fields and starting models for subsequent finer cell size inversions.
The earth is discretized into relatively large cells such that the total
number of cells in the mesh is small and the inverse problem can be
solved quickly. In this example, the coarse mesh contained
42 × 42 × 73 cells. The cell lengths in the x- and y-directions

was 500 m. Working initially on a coarse mesh, which for this syn-
thetic example can be inverted in approximately 30 minutes, allows
multiple inversions to be simultaneously run with different para-
meters and starting models. The coarse inversion result can be seen
in Figure 3. Because of the large cell dimensions, some geologic
structures such as accurate body boundaries and fine scale features
may not be recovered by the discretization. Therefore, it is impor-
tant not to overfit the data and risk adding discretization artifacts
into the inversion result. This is particularly true for higher fre-
quency data that will have smaller skin depths and contain more
information about fine scale features. In fact, because the initial goal
of the coarse scale inversion is to quickly determine the large-scale
conductivity features, some data, particularly the higher frequency
data, may be omitted to reduce the computational cost and prevent
the large cell sizes of the coarse mesh from violating the shorter skin
depths at the higher frequencies. In this example, the 360 and
720 Hz data were omitted for the coarse mesh inversion.

Interpolating models and computing primary fields

To compute the secondary fields on each subdomain tile, the pri-
mary fields are needed according to equation 8. These computed
primary fields contain information about the large-scale structure
and are first obtained by linearly interpolating the coarse inversion
model onto the fine model domain. Linear averaging when interpo-
lating from a coarse mesh to a fine mesh will create a smoother fine
model that is consistent with our smooth model regularization in
equation 3. The new interpolated fine model is then forward mod-
eled to compute the primary electric fields that are used (equation 8)
to calculate the total fields on each subdomain mesh. Whereas
forward modeling operations on the full fine mesh can be time-
consuming and resource intensive, this operation only needs to
be performed once for each frequency and outer tile iteration.
Our experience shows that working with primary fields computed
using the interpolated fine model is superior to the fields directly
from the coarse mesh and the additional cost of forward modeling
on the fine mesh is worthwhile.

Setting up the subdomains

The coarse inversion result can be used to generate an initial start-
ing model and to compute the primary fields for subsequent finer
discretized inversions. Once the initial models and primary fields
have been computed, the subdomain meshes must be designed.
When decomposing the computational domain and designing the
subdomain meshes, there are two critical elements that must be con-
sidered. First, the decomposition should satisfy the physics between
domain interactions. Second, in the final inverted model there
should be continuity of conductivity structures across the various
domain boundaries. Incorporating domain interactions is done by
using primary fields in the tiled inversions that have been computed
from full domain conductivity structures. Continuity of the conduc-
tivity structure across domain boundaries is accomplished by using
data and mesh overlap. Generally, the core regions of the meshes are
chosen to overlap by slightly less than a skin depth (additional
padding cells are added outside this overlap region) at the
lower frequencies. Here, a tradeoff must be achieved between in-
creased overlap and increased computational requirements. Another
tradeoff that must be considered is the number of tiles used to de-
compose the domain. As the number of tiles increases, although the

Figure 2. Depth slice at −475 m (AMSL) of the true model. The
conductivity of the ore was chosen to be 0.2 S∕m; however, the
color scale on the model has been clipped at 0.01 S∕m to improve
the visualization of the other geologic units.

Figure 3. Coarse inversion result at −475 m (AMSL) shown on
the same color scale as the true model. Even with coarse
500 × 500 m cells in the x- and y- directions, the main geologic
features of the model have been recovered.
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individual inversion time for each subproblem might decrease, the
percentage of overlap cells versus total number of cells in each mesh
increases and the decomposition may become less efficient. Here, it
is up to the user to choose a reasonable number of tiles such that
each tile runs efficiently on their available computer hardware.
For this synthetic example, two different sets of meshes, one with

three tiles and the other with nine tiles, are used to demonstrate the
scalability and robustness of the methodology. For the three tiles
example, each subdomain mesh contained approximately 3.5 mil-
lion cells with 353 × 140 × 70 cells in the x-, y-, and z-directions.
Each mesh in the nine tile subdomain example contained approxi-
mately 1.4 million cells with 139 × 140 × 70 cells in the x-, y-, and
z-directions. The three and nine tile examples contained the same
sized cells (50 × 50 m cells in the x- and y-directions) in the core
and overlapping regions. In the vertical direction, the cells’ dimen-
sions started at 25 m and then expanded with depth. Both sets of
meshes used 20 overlapping cells on each mesh boundary. The
mesh layouts and overlaps for the three and nine tile examples
can be seen in Figures 4 and 5.

Perform subdomain inversions

Inverting large field data sets without some sort of decomposition
method is not feasible. Selecting the optimal tile size is a complex
process that depends on many factors such as system CPU, RAM,
and inversion parameters. As previously stated, as the tile size
becomes smaller, although the individual inversion time for each
subproblem might decrease, the percentage of overlap cells versus
total number of cells in each mesh increases and the decomposition
may become less efficient. The user must decide between working
with smaller tiles with quicker inversion times and increased par-
allelism (because all of the tiles can be run simultaneously in par-
allel) and larger tiles that may take longer to run but have fewer
overlap cells versus total number of cells and the full problem
has less overlapping tile boundaries. Generally, our methodology
is to select the largest tile size that can be inverted in an acceptable
time. For the synthetic example, the three tiles and nine tiles exam-
ples were inverted on Intel Xeon X5660 processors, each with
64 GB of RAM. For the nine tiles example, there was sufficient
memory on each computer to run the six frequencies in parallel.
Each beta iteration took around 36 hours. For the three tiles exam-
ple, only three frequencies could be run in parallel on each com-
puter with the 64 GB of available memory. Here, each beta
iteration took around 145 hours. During the subdomain inversions,
the initial beta is chosen to be the final beta from the initial coarse
inversion result, and the same cooling scheme is used on the tiled
inversions as in the initial coarse inversion.

Reference station considerations

An additional complication when tiling ZTEM inversions is the
reference station that is used to normalize the data because of
the unknown source field amplitude. Although the location of
the reference station may be included in full data set inversions,
when the full modeling domain is subdivided, the true reference
station location cannot practically be included in each domain. If
a separate location for the reference station was used for each tile,
then the local conductivity structure from each tile would influence
the horizontal fields and the computed data would not be consistent
between the tiles. To circumvent this problem, the horizonal field

values are fixed to those obtained from the initial coarse inversion,
which should be a good approximation to the true fields.

Model updates and merging tiled inversions

Once the subdomain inversions have been completed, a full mod-
el update can be obtained by merging the inverted tiles. For updat-
ing model cells that correspond to only one inversion tile, it is clear
which conductivity value should be assigned to the update model.
The situation becomes more complicated for update cells that cor-
respond to multiple subdomain cells (overlapping tile regions). A
simple merging technique that will mitigate discontinuities across
tile boundaries is to use averaging schemes that assign the conduc-
tivity of the update cell to be the weighted average of the overlap-
ping conductivity tiles. The weights for each cell can be based on
the distance from that cell to the respective tile boundary. From our
practical experience, this method works quite well; however, we can
improve on this method by trying to incorporate some estimate of
each cell’s sensitivity to the individual tiles. First, it is assumed that
the sensitivity Jij of the jth cell to the ith datum has a geometric
decay that drops off as 1∕r2 according to Biot-Savart’s Law. Sec-
ondly, it is assumed that there is an attenuation component that
drops off as expð−r∕δÞ where δ is some approximation to the skin
depth. Although clearly the skin depth will vary with frequency and
model conductivities, to first order we can gain some insight into the

Figure 4. Mesh layouts for the example using three overlapping
domains. Each subdomain mesh contained approximately 3.5 mil-
lion cells with 353 × 140 × 70 cells in the x-, y-, and z-directions.
The central core region of each domain overlapped by 20 cells, each
with dimensions of 50 m, in the x- and y-directions.

Figure 5. Mesh layouts for the example using nine overlapping do-
mains. Each mesh contained approximately 1.4 million cells with
139 × 140 × 70 cells in the x-, y-, and z-directions. The central core
region of each domain overlapped by 20 cells, each with dimensions
of 50 m, in the x- and y-directions.
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relative sensitivity of a particular cell to each data by using a reason-
able fixed skin depth. That is, we may approximate the sensitivity to
be proportional to,

Jij ¼
K
r2ij

exp

�
−rij
δ

�
; (12)

where K is the constant of proportionality. For cells that fall in an
overlapping region, we can determine weighting schemes based on
the relative sensitivity of a particular cell to each tile of interest. For
some cell j, the normalized sensitivities for each tile (using a simple
example of two overlapping tiles) can be given as a sum over the N1

and N2 data points in each tile (data points that overlap data points
in other tiles are omitted in the calculation)

W1
j ¼

1

N1

XN1

i¼1

Jð1Þij (13)

and

W2
j ¼

1

N2

XN2

i¼1

Jð2Þij : (14)

Here, we have assumed that each data should be weighted equally.
The conductivity for the jth cell σ̄j can then be given as a weighted
average of the overlapping inverted tile conductivities σ1 and σ2,

σ̄j ¼
1

W1 þW2
ðW1σ1j þW2σ2jÞ. (15)

This method is easily extended to more complex tile overlaps.
The model updates for the synthetic and field data examples were

computed using this update scheme. The final inversion models
from the three and nine tiles examples in Figures 6 and 7 recover
the large-scale geologic features as well as several of the larger
known mineralized regions that were not evident from the coarse
inversion. The inversion results of the three and nine tiles examples
are very similar, illustrating that the inversion results are not highly
dependant on the choice of subdomain meshes. Figure 8 compares
the recovered high conductivity regions (mineralized zones) with

Figure 6. Depth slice at −275 m (AMSL) of the inversion result
after merging the three tiles together shown on the same color scale
as the true model. The resolution in this model is greatly improved
compared to the coarse result. Several of the larger known deposits
have now been recovered; they were not visible from the initial
coarse inversion.

Figure 7. Depth slice at −275 m (AMSL) of the inversion result
after merging the nine tiles together shown on the same color scale
as the true model.

Figure 8. Comparison of the larger southern mineralized regions.
(a) Recovered bodies more conductive than 0.01 S∕m that corre-
sponds to the mineralized bodies in the southern section of the in-
verted model. (b) Actual mineralized bodies.
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the true mineralized zones. Although one cannot expect to recover
the exact complex geometry of these relatively small mineralized
zones, the inverted model does a good job of recovering the general
geometry of the ore bodies.

PEBBLE FIELD DATA EXAMPLE

The Pebble deposit is a world-class calc-alkalic copper-gold mo-
lybdenum porphyry deposit located in the Bristol Bay region of
southwest Alaska (geographic location shown in Figure 9). The de-
posit is managed by the Pebble Partnership, a joint venture between
Northern Dynasty Mines and Anglo-American plc. Because of the
size of the deposit and the quality and diversity of geophysical data
collected over the area, this deposit is an ideal test site for geophy-
sical techniques and inversion methodologies. Over the years, many
groups have looked at the geologic and geophysical data from the
area, but in particular Paré and Legault (2010) provide a fairly com-
prehensive overview of the general geology and the available geo-
physical data sets. In summary, from Paré and Legault (2010), the
Pebble deposit consists of two contiguous zones, the Pebbel west
and east zones. The Pebble west zone occurs around small grano-
dioritic stocks that intrude the country rock, and the Pebble east
zone occurs within a granodioritic stock and
in sills that cut the country rocks. Because the
Pebble west zone extends to the surface, the de-
posit was discovered in 1986, far before its dee-
per and higher grade neighbor, which was not
discovered until 2005. Pebble east is completely
hidden by up to 600 m of volcano-sedimentary
cover, which explains why it took almost two
decades to discover and highlight the importance
to develop deep probing geophysical techniques.
More recently, the far east zone has been
discovered at a depth of greater than 1.5 km.
The deposit hosts K-silicate alteration associated
with quartz-sulfide veins, overprinted by phyllo-
silicate alteration. The higher grade mineraliza-
tion at Pebble east is associated with advanced
argillic alteration. From Rebagliati et al. (2009),
the measured and indicated resource of both
zones is given at a 0.3% equivalent copper
cut-off grade of 5.096 billon tons at 0.43%
Cu, 0.35 g∕t Au, and 256 ppm Mo. A plan view
and cross section of the Pebble west and east
zones, can be seen in Figures 10 and 11.
Over the years, a wealth of geophysical data

has been collected over the Pebble deposits.
Along with potential field data, multiple DC-
IP surveys have been collected along with two
small MT surveys. In the summer of 2009, a
3840 line-km Spectrem survey (Leggatt et al.,
2000) was performed. In the same summer, a
small 250 line-km ZTEM survey was flown over
the Pebble deposit. In the summer of 2010, a
much larger 6504 line-km ZTEM survey was
flown over the deposit and surrounding areas.
The 2010 survey used 250 m line spacing and
collected 30, 45, 90, 180, 360, and 720 Hz data.
In this section of the paper, we apply our
large-scale inversion methodology outlined in

Figure 10. Plan view of the Pebble deposit showing the deposit outline and grade dis-
tribution across the deposit (modified after Rebagliati et al. [2009]).

Figure 11. Cross section of the Pebble deposit showing the grade distributions and the
intrusive stocks (modified after Rebagliati et al. [2009]).

Figure 9. Location of the Pebble deposit in the Bristol Bay region
of Alaska.
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the previous sections to invert a large 30 × 30 km section of the
newer 6504 line-km ZTEM survey. The results are compared with
deposit scale 2D DC resistivity inversions and the regional scale
time constant analysis from the Spectrem AEM data.
A central (30 × 30 km) block of the 2010 ZTEM survey was cho-

sen to be inverted in 3D. The ZTEM survey flight path geometry
and the inverted subset of the full survey is shown in Figure 12.
Initially the lower frequency (30, 45, 90, and 180 Hz) data were
inverted on a coarse 83 × 83 × 52 mesh. The cell dimensions in
the central core region were 400 × 400 m in the x- and y-directions
and started at 25 m in the vertical direction before expanding with
depth. Although the 400 m cell sizes in the horizontal dimensions
may not be adequate to recover the fine deposit scale features,
the coarse discretization allowed the full 30 × 30 km block to be

inverted in around two hours on a single dual Xeon X5660 proces-
sor. The coarse inversion result at an elevation of 100 m AMSL can
be seen in Figure 13. Next, the modeling domain was split into three
tiles, which were then run in parallel. Each tile contained 314, 112,
and 52 cells in the x-, y-, and z-directions. Each cell in the coarse
inversion was subdivided into 16 cells by using 100 × 100 m hor-
izontal cells in the tiled inversion. The tiles took around 36 hours to
run on dual Xeon X5660 processors. The tiles were merged using
the approximate sensitivity procedure outlined in the synthetic in-
version section of this paper. Figure 14 shows the fine scale model
inverted by merging the three tiles together. The regional scale
inversion result shows good agreement with the Spectrem AEM
z-component time constant tau plot shown in Figure 15. On the
deposit scale, Figure 16 shows a comparison between the ZTEM

Figure 12. ZTEM survey block of 6504 line-km flown in the sum-
mer of 2010. The 30 × 30 km block inverted in this section is out-
lined by the dashed square.

Figure 13. Coarse ZTEM inversion result at a depth of 100 m
(AMSL). The edge of the data coverage is shown by the dashed
lines and the deposit is outlined by the solid lines.

Figure 14. Fine ZTEM inversion result at an elevation of 100 m
(AMSL) formed by merging the three subproblem tiles together.
The edge of the data coverage is shown by the dashed lines and
the deposit is outlined by the solid lines.

Figure 15. Spectrem z-component time constant plot over the same
region as the inverted ZTEM data from Klinkert et al. (2009). The
outline of the deposit is outlined in black.
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inversion result and a 3D DC inversion performed using a UBC
OcTree DC/IP inversion code. To first order, there seems to be good
agreement on the regional scale between the Spectrem and ZTEM
and on the deposit scale between the ZTEM data and the DC data.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we show how data from a large-scale ZTEM survey
can be inverted by using a strategy involving coarse and fine meshes
as well as a domain decomposition that splits the computational
domain into smaller manageable subproblems, which can be solved
in parallel. We have presented an algorithm and practical workflow
procedure to carry this out. The methodology shows promising re-
sults on a synthetic example from the Noranda mining camp. The
procedure was also used to invert a 30 × 30 km block of the
6504 line-km ZTEM survey collected over the Pebble deposit in
the Bristol Bay region of southwest Alaska. The results over this

world class porphyry deposit are encouraging and seem consistent
with the other electromagnetic data sets.
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